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ABSTRACT
We use a novel global helioseismic analysis method to infer the meridional flow in
the deep Solar interior. The method is based on the perturbation of eigenfunctions of
Solar p modes due to meridional flow. We apply this method to time series obtained
from Dopplergrams measured by the Michelson Doppler Imager aboard the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) covering the observation period 2004–2010. Our
results show evidence that the meridional flow reaches down to the base of the con-
vection zone. The flow profile has a complex spatial structure consisting of multiple
flow cells distributed in depth and latitude. Toward the Solar surface, our results are in
good agreement with flow measurements from local helioseismology.
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Sun: oscillations
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1. Introduction
Most of our knowledge of the Sun’s internal meridional circulation is provided by local
helioseismic techniques such as ring-diagram analysis (Hill 1988; Haber et al. 2002; Gonza´lez
Herna´ndez 2008) and time-distance helioseismology (Duvall et al. 1993; Zhao et al. 2004). They
provide reliable flow measurements down to ≈ 20 Mm below the surface, where an on average
poleward directed meridional flow is found with horizontal velocity amplitudes of about 20 m s−1
at mid-latitudes. The amplitude profile in the deeper interior, especially the depth of the return
flow, remains uncertain, but these are critical quantities that determine the Solar cycle length in
some dynamo models (Dikpati & Charbonneau 1999) and allow one to constrain hydrodynamic
models of Solar convection (Miesch et al. 2012).
Inferences obtained from the advection of supergranules down to a depth of 70 Mm (Hathaway
2012) and from apparent shifts of p-mode frequencies (Mitra-Kraev & Thompson 2007), suggest
shallow flow reversals within the upper convection zone. But generally it is assumed that the flow
penetrates down to the base of the convection zone, although convincing evidence is still missing.
Inferences from frequency shifts (Braun & Fan 1998; Krieger et al. 2007) at deeper layers are
especially in doubt (Gough & Hindman 2010), since eigenfrequency perturbations are of second
order in the flow (Roth & Stix 2008). However, the perturbation of p-mode eigenfunctions is of first
order (Woodard 2000; Schad et al. 2011a; Vorontsov 2011) and of central importance in deriving
a global helioseismic meridional flow analysis method (Schad et al. 2011a, 2012; Woodard et al.
2013).
In Schad et al. (2011a, 2012), we suggested a new global helioseismic analysis method to
infer the meridional flow in the deep interior by analyzing the perturbation of mode eigenfunctions
of low and medium degree l. Our method was tested successfully on simulated data for different
meridional flow models (Schad et al. 2011b, 2012). The first applications to data from the Michel-
son Doppler Imager (MDI) instrument yielded promising measurements of the meridional flow
component with the harmonic degree s = 2 in the upper part of the Solar convection zone (Schad
et al. 2012).
Here we present global helioseismic inferences of further harmonic components (s = 1 to 8)
and compare our results with flow measurements obtained from a local helioseismic analysis. We
find global helioseismic evidence of a meridional flow that permeates the full convection zone and
exhibits multiple flow cells in latitude and depth.
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2. Theory and Methods
The meridional flow u is modeled in terms of spherical harmonics Y 0s with the harmonic
degree s and azimuthal order t = 0 (Roth & Stix 2008)
u(r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
s=1
[
us(r)Y
0
s (θ, φ)er + vs(r)∂θY
0
s (θ, φ)eθ
]
. (1)
The degree s specifies the number of flow cells over latitude, e.g., the s = 2 component has
two flow cells, one on each hemisphere. The spherical harmonic expansion coefficients us, vs
determine the radial and the horizontal flow strength with radius, respectively. They are, assuming
mass-conservation, related to each other by (Lavely & Ritzwoller 1992)
ρ0rs(s+ 1)vs = ∂r(r
2ρ0us) , (2)
with ρ0 as the mass density.
2.1. Coupling of p Modes
The meridional flow leads to a coupling of p modes which distorts the modes. The per-
turbed eigenfunction ξk of a mode k can be approximated in quasi-degenerate perturbation theory
by (Lavely & Ritzwoller 1992)
ξk(r, θ, φ) = ξ
0
k(r, θ, φ) +
∑
k′∈Kk\{k}
ckk′ξ
0
k′(r, θ, φ) , (3)
where ξ0k′ is the eigenfunction of mode k
′ of a flow-free Solar reference model. The triple k =
(n, l,m) refers to the radial order n, the harmonic degree l, and the azimuthal order m. The
expansion coefficients {ckk′} are imaginary; their moduli represent the coupling strengths which
contribute only to a subsetKk \{k} of modes adjacent to mode k (Lavely & Ritzwoller 1992; Roth
& Stix 2008; Schad et al. 2011a). As the meridional flow is axial-symmetric, the coefficients ckk′
possess azimuthal symmetry. They can be expanded in terms of suitable orthogonal polynomials
{Psl′l(m)} (Schad et al. 2011a),
ckk′ = cnl,n′l′(m) ≈ i ωnl
ω2nl − ω2n′l′
∑
s
bsn′l′,nlPsl′l(m) , (4)
where ωnl and ωn′l′ are the unperturbed angular frequencies of the coupling modes. The expansion
coefficients, denoted as b-coefficients, are related to the radial flow coefficients us by a linear
integral equation (Schad et al. 2011a)
bsn′l′,nl =
∫ R
0
ρ0(r)K
n′l′,nl
s (r)us(r)r
2dr , (5)
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where the poloidal flow kernel Kn′l′,nls (r) determines the sensitivity of the coupling modes on the
meridional flow at radius r (Lavely & Ritzwoller 1992).
2.2. Observational Effect of Mode Coupling
The coupling of modes manifests in a crosstalk between the observable global oscillations.
To measure this effect we introduced the amplitude ratio, ylm l′m(ωnlm) :=
o˜l′m(ωnlm)
o˜lm(ωnlm)
, between the
Fourier amplitude of two spherical harmonic transformed global oscillations o˜lm and o˜l′m evaluated
at the mode frequency ωnlm (Schad et al. 2011a). In the first order, the amplitude ratio is related to
the coupling coefficients by (Schad et al. 2011a)
ylm l′m(ωnlm) ≈
∑
k′′∈Kk ckk′′Lk′k′′ξ
r
k′′(R)∑
k′′∈Kk ckk′′Lkk′′ξ
r
k′′(R)
∈ C , (6)
where ckk = 1 and ξrk′′(R) is the radial eigenfunction of mode k
′′ at the observation point R.
The matrix elements {Lk′k′′} denote the systematic leakage of spectral power of a mode k to
nearby modes k′, since spherical harmonics are not orthogonal when not integrated over the full
sphere (Schou & Brown 1994; Korzennik et al. 2004). The amplitude ratio represents a random
quantity. Its expectation value Glm,l′m(ωnlm) := 〈ylm,l′m(ωnlm)〉 is related to the cross-spectrum
CSlm,l′m = 〈o˜∗lmo˜l′m〉 by
Glm,l′m(ωnlm) =
CSlm,l′m(ωnlm)
Slm(ωnlm)
, (7)
where Slm is the auto-spectrum of olm and ()∗ denotes the complex conjugate. We refer to
Glm,l′m(ωnlm) as complex gain in analogy to the gain in filter theory (Oppenheim & Schafer 1975).
It can be estimated from finite time series by replacing the spectrum and cross-spectrum in Equa-
tion (7) with appropriately chosen sample estimators. The variance σ2 of the sample estimator of
Glm,l′m(ω) can be estimated by (Hannan 1970)
σ2(ω) =
1
dof − 2
Sl′m(ω)
Slm(ω)
(
1− Coh2(ω)) , (8)
where Coh is the coherency spectrum of olm and ol′m (Schad et al. 2008) and the parameter dof
defines the equivalent number of degrees of freedom (Hannan 1970) of the spectral estimator used
to estimate CSlm,l′m, Slm, Sl′m, and Coh.
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3. Data Analysis and Results
3.1. Data Analysis
We investigate time series of global oscillations obtained from the medium-l structure pro-
gram of the MDI instrument (Scherrer et al. 1995) covering the years 2004–2010. The data are
analyzed in six blocks, each with a length of approximately 360 days, in order to compensate for
possible periodic annual variations of the systematic spatial leakage, e.g., due to variations in the
B0-angle (Zaatri et al. 2006).
We evaluate modes of harmonic degrees 0 ≤ l ≤ 198 and frequencies 1.32 mHz ≤ νnl ≤
4.77 mHz. For each mode and data block, the amplitude ratios and errors are estimated using
Equation (7) and (8). In total, 12925 pairs of coupling multiplets (k = (n, l), k′ = (n′, l′)) with
harmonic separation dl = |l′ − l| ≤ 10 and frequency separation |νk − νk′| ≤ δν = 31µHz are
analyzed. The amplitude ratios are averaged over the six blocks and symmetrized with respect to
azimuthal order m in order to reduce the estimation errors and to remove effects from differential
rotation, respectively. The b-coefficients are estimated from the amplitude ratios on the basis of
Equations (4) and (6) by means of a standard non-linear least-squares fitting routine and the leakage
matrix of the MDI instrument. The horizontal component of the leakage matrix is neglected in the
analysis, since its contribution to Equation (6) is small compared to the radial component for modes
of low and medium degree l. The radial flow coefficients of degree s = 1, . . . , 8 are estimated from
the b-coefficients, see Equation (5), by means of the standard inversion technique of Subtractive
Optimally Localized Averages (SOLA, (Pijpers & Thompson 1994)). The poloidal flow kernels
are computed from the eigenfunctions of Solar Model S (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1996).
The inversion is carried out on a grid of target positions {rj}j=1,...,J in the range 0.57 <
rj/R < 0.992, where R is the Solar radius. For each degree s, the regularization parameters enter-
ing the SOLA inversion are adjusted to obtain flow estimates as deep as possible on the one hand
and well localized inversion kernels on the other. The radial position and resolution of flow esti-
mates is determined by the center of mass and standard deviation of the Gaussian shaped inversion
kernels, respectively (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1990).
The horizontal flow coefficients vs(r) are estimated from the radial flow coefficients us(r)
using equation (2) by fitting polynomials of degree N = 3 to the term r2ρ0us(r) on intervals of
grid length ∆q = 19 centered around each target position to derive the radial derivatives. The
error of the radial flow coefficients is derived from the Hessian matrix of the least-squares fit
and the error propagation of the SOLA inversion analysis, where we take into account the non-
uniform estimation errors of the amplitude ratios. The errors of the horizontal flow coefficients
are estimated by means of a resampling approach in order to take into account the influence of
correlations between flow estimates at adjacent target positions by the polynomial fit.
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3.2. Inversion Results for Single Flow Components
The estimated radial and horizontal flow coefficients us(r) and vs(r) are presented in Figure 1
for the degrees s = 1, . . . , 4 and in Figure 2 for the degrees s = 5, . . . , 8 as a function of radius.
All radial flow coefficients fade toward the surface, which is physically meaningful as the flow is
expected to be confined inside the Sun. We obtain significant flow components for the degrees
s = 2 and s = 8.
The s = 2 component has a slow radial flow coefficient u2(r) which increases approximately
linearly with depth and vanishes toward the surface. The horizontal flow coefficient v2 is approxi-
mately constant over radii that cover (0.82± 0.02) ≤ r/R ≤ (0.970± 0.009).
For the s = 8 flow we find that the horizontal component is approximately constant in most of
the outer convection zone while the corresponding radial component increases linearly with depth.
A zero crossing of u8 at r = (0.80 ± 0.02) indicates the presence of two layers of flow cells in
depth. One layer is located in the upper 2/3 of the convection zone and a second layer of weaker
counterflow cells is located in the lower part of the convection zone and might extend even deeper.
The horizontal flow coefficient v8 is significant down to r = (0.72± 0.03)R where it vanishes. It
shows a flow reversal at r = (0.86± 0.02)R.
For s = 4, we do not observe a significant flow coefficient in most of the convection zone.
For r < 0.84R, the results indicate the top of a layer of flow cells. However, further data are
needed to confirm this observation. For s = 6, we do not observe significant flow coefficients
at all, except near the surface. For the flow components of odd degrees s, we find well localized
inversion kernels throughout the whole convection zone and even below. However, for r . 0.9R,
the estimated flow coefficients are not significant. Compared to the even degrees, the errors of the
flow estimates of adjacent odd degrees s are, in general, larger. This can be attributed to weak or
non-existent mode couplings. Due to the decreased coherency, the estimated amplitude ratios have
large errors which propagate through the data inversion approach, see Equation (8).
For the components s = 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, we observe a significant systematic drop of the radial
flow coefficient at 0.9 < r/R < 1 to negative values. This results in an unreliable large horizontal
flow coefficient in the Solar subsurface that is mediated by the polynomial fit approach. The actual
origin of this drop remains unclear. We assume a systematic bias which might result from the
non-linear estimation of b-coefficients when carried out on insignificant mode couplings. This will
be subject of future investigations.
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3.3. Reconstruction of the Total Flow
The total radial and horizontal flow, U, V , are computed by summation over the single flow
components Us(r, θ) = us(r)Y 0s (θ, φ) and Vs(r, θ) = vs(r)∂θY
0
s (θ, φ) according to Equation (1).
Since the odd components do not indicate a significant flow, we restrict the summation to even
degrees s = 2, 4, 6, 8. Cross-sections of the flow profiles for Ueven and Veven and the respective
1σ-errors are depicted in Figure 3. Note the total flow is presented only for the region where all
even components overlap, i.e. 0.82 ≤ r/R ≤ 0.97, although the s = 8 component has a significant
amplitude throughout the whole convection zone.
The total meridional flow reveals a complex spatial pattern. Below the subsurface layer and
in the upper part of the convection zone, the flow is dominated by the s = 8 flow component.
At larger depths, the s = 2 component becomes dominant showing a poleward directed flow on
both hemispheres. The estimation error typically increases with depth. The speed of the composite
horizontal flow at mid latitudes θ = ±45◦ is about (20 ± 6) m s−1 over a large range of radii
0.83 . r/R . 0.96. At high latitudes, |θ| > 60◦, the results must be interpreted carefully, since
there the observation of Solar oscillations is limited due to projection effects.
3.4. Comparison with Subsurface Flow Measurements
In a ring-diagram analysis of GONG data from 2001 July to 2002 August by Komm et al.
(2005) the meridional flow was measured between 0.6 and16 Mm, and was separated into a large-
and a residual small-scale component with respect to latitude by fitting polynomials.
The large-scale flow component corresponds to a superposition of the s = 2 and s = 4
components in our flow representation, the residual flow represents a superposition of the remain-
ing components. We compare these measurements with the significant results obtained from our
analysis, namely the s = 2 and s = 8 flow components.
The large-scale horizontal flow is directed poleward and increases with depth in accordance
with our measurements. The latitudinal profile obtained at 13.1 Mm by Komm et al. (2005) is
compared with our global helioseismic measurement of V2(r, θ) at (20.7±6) Mm in Figure 4. The
profiles and amplitudes are similar although measured at slightly different depths.
Maps of the small-scale radial and horizontal components between a depth of 0.6–16 Mm
from ring-diagram analysis are shown in the top of Figure 5, our global flow measurements for
the s = 8 component obtained at a depth of (13 ± 4)–(270 ± 25) Mm are shown at the bottom.
The residual flow exhibits several flow cells over latitude. We find similarity between both mea-
surements concerning the number and orientation of the flow cells with respect to latitude. Within
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the depth range of 13–16 Mm, where both measurements cover the same depths, the flows are of
the same magnitude: |Ures|, |U8| . 1 m s−1 and |Vres|, |V8| . 10 m s−1. In addition, the horizontal
flow measurement V8 shows flow reversals at depths of (100± 13) and (195± 20) Mm, reflecting
two layers of counterflow cells.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
We have measured the meridional flow in the deep Solar interior from MDI data covering
2004–2010 by means of a new global helioseismic analysis method introduced previously. The
method uses perturbations of p-mode eigenfunctions of low and medium degrees to probe both the
horizontal and radial component of the meridional flow in the deep interior.
The results do not provide a complete picture of the internal total flow, but we find significant
amplitudes for the component of degree s = 2 down to 0.82 R directed poleward, and for the s = 8
component down to the base of the convection zone with flow reversals. The results presented
here provide global helioseismic evidence of a spatially complex structured meridional flow which
consists of multiple flow cells distributed in latitude and depth, and which reaches down at least to
the base of the convection zone. Such a meridional flow profile is also favored by hydrodynamic
simulation studies of the convection zone (Ku¨ker et al. 2011; Miesch et al. 2012).
The approach used here is complementary to local helioseismic techniques using frequency
shifts or perturbations of wave travel times to measure the internal velocity field. Near the Solar
surface, our flow measurements are consistent with measurements from ring-diagram analyses of
GONG data covering 2001–2009 (Komm et al. 2005; Gonza´lez Herna´ndez et al. 2010), which
show a residual small-scale modulation of the meridional flow in the Solar subsurface. This mod-
ulation is discussed as a meridional component of the torsional oscillation of the zonal flow that
is present throughout the convection zone (Vorontsov et al. 2002; Howe et al. 2005). However,
local helioseismic measurements were not able to probe this small-scale meridional flow compo-
nent beyond the subsurface layer. We find such a modulation in our global helioseismic analysis as
well, and identify it with a flow component of harmonic degree s = 8. Our results reveal that this
subsurface modulation represents only the head of a layer of flow cells which extends throughout
the whole convection zone. Therefore, we suspect a global coupling mechanism between the zonal
and the meridional flow residuals.
Typically, flux-transport dynamo models assume a large-scale s = 2 meridional circula-
tion (Wang & Sheeley 1991; Choudhuri et al. 1995; Ku¨ker et al. 2001; Charbonneau 2010). The
relevance of the multi-cellular flow presented here, especially the role of the layer of small-scale
weaker counter-flow cells in the lower part of the convection zone, for the Solar dynamo action
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need to be investigated from time-resolved meridional flow measurements.
Very recently, when this work was under review, Zhao et al. (2013) presented measurements
of the horizontal meridional flow from a time-distance analysis of data from the Helioseismic and
Magnetic Imager (HMI, (Scherrer et al. 2012; Schou et al. 2012)) recorded after 2010. They also
found a complex flow profile reaching deep into the convection zone but with a less complex struc-
ture in latitude. The differences might be due to the analysis of different record lengths and obser-
vation periods. They compensated for a systematic artifact which is suspected to originate from
the center-to-limb-variation of the HMI spectral absorption line (Zhao et al. 2012). As discussed
by Woodard et al. (2013), such a variation might also affect analyses of mode eigenfunction pertur-
bations and could result in an overestimation of the flow amplitude. However, their eigenfunction
perturbation analysis differs from ours, especially in the observables used and the theoretical as-
sumptions made for modes of low degree. Additionally, the effect on the MDI absorption line is
likely smaller (Zhao et al. 2013) and, compared to time-distance analysis, our method weights data
differently toward the Solar limb. Our current considerations suggest that such an effect might be
small in our analysis, especially for modes of degree l < 100.
The results presented here are obtained using Solar Model S and the leakage matrix of the
MDI instrument. A refinement of both, e.g., taking into account center-to-limb variations affect-
ing the observation of global oscillations and other atmospheric influences on the eigenfunctions,
might further improve meridional flow estimates. The analysis of such systematic effects will be
subject of future studies.
Furthermore, in future investigations we will evaluate further mode couplings to infer the flow
components s = 2 and s = 4 at depths below 0.82R, and to completely determine the profile of
the total meridional flow. We also aim to improve the sensitivity of the flow measurements by
extending our analysis to data from MDI for 1996–2011 and from the HMI available since 2010.
In addition, the higher resolution of HMI data should improve inferences of the meridional flow at
high latitudes.
This work utilizes data from SOHO/MDI. We thank J. Schou for providing the MDI leakage
matrix, T. Larson for providing the global oscillation time series, and R. Komm, G. Ru¨diger, and
R. Arlt for useful discussions. The research leading to these results has received funding from the
European Research Council under the European Union’s Seventh Framework Program (FP/2007-
2013) / ERC Grant Agreement n. 307117 and from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft DFG,
Grant Ti 315 4/2.
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Fig. 1.— Radial flow coefficients us (left) and horizontal flow coefficients vs (right) of the merid-
ional flow as a function of radius r/R for the degrees s = 1, . . . , 4 with the 1σ-error estimated
from MDI data using the global analysis approach.
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Fig. 2.— Estimated flow coefficients us (left) and vs (right) as presented in Figure 1, but for the
degrees s = 5, . . . , 8.
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Fig. 3.— Top: Cross-sections through the composite meridional flow summed over even degrees
s = 2, 4, 6, 8 in the (r, θ)-plane between 0.82 ≤ r/R ≤ 0.97. The dashed line marks the Solar
surface. Dashed-dotted lines mark the latitudes θ = ±60◦. Left: Radial flow Ueven; positive
(negative) values correspond to outward (inward) directed flows. Right: Horizontal flow Veven;
positive (negative) values correspond to northward (southward) directed flows. Bottom: Standard
error of the composite flow. Left: 1σ-error of Ueven. Right: 1σ-error of Veven.
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Fig. 4.— Left: Horizontal meridional velocity V (r, θ) at 13.1 Mm depth as a function of latitude
obtained from a ring-diagram analysis of GONG data by Komm et al. (2005). The dotted line
represents a large-scale flow component obtained from a polynomial fit. Right: Horizontal flow
component V2(r, θ) at 20.7 Mm depth with 1σ-error obtained from our global inversion approach.
Positive (negative) values correspond to northward (southward) directed flows.
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Fig. 5.— Top: Residual meridional radial velocity Ures (left) and residual horizontal velocity Vres
(right) between 0.6–16 Mm depth and ±60◦ latitude obtained from ring-diagram analysis (Komm
et al. 2005). Dashed lines indicate contour lines of zero velocity. Bottom: The radial flow compo-
nent U8 (left) and the horizontal flow component V8 (right) between 13–270 Mm depth and ±60◦
latitude. Isolines of selected velocity for U8 = ±0, 0.1, 0.5, 1 m s−1 and V8 = ±0, 5, 10, 20 m s−1
are highlighted by black lines. Left: Positive (negative) values correspond to radially outward
(inward) directed flows. Right: Positive (negative) values correspond to northward (southward)
directed flows.
